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I have dealt with System Fencing several times for my projects in the past and have been very happy with the service and quality of their products. My standing stalls are of superior quality, were easy install, and they look great. System Fencing worked closely with us in the design stage and working out the little things that brought it all together. We are very happy overall with the entire design and purchase process.

Rick & Donna Farrow

After stripping the entire barn down to bare walls, our project manager researched various products and suppliers and all roads lead back to Systems Fencing. They offered a wide selection of great products, excellent pricing, delivery, and installation. Stonewood utilized stalls, matting, window grills, Dutch doors, and wash stall racks from Systems Fencing in addition to buckets, snaps, saddle racks, bridle racks, and much more. Systems Fencing also removed all the existing fencing and installed brand new fencing and gates on this project. We are very happy with the service we have received. The staff are knowledgeable and were able to adapt their designs to work within the existing structure. We were counting on them, as so much of our project depended on their products arriving and being installed to meet a very tight timeline, and they did not disappoint us.

Stonewood Equestrian

My family has used Flex products from System Fencing since the 1990s. When we purchased our farm in Loretto in 2004 we again made the decision to install the same product. In March 2016 our area was hit hard by a severe ice storm—over 10 trees came down on our fence line. I am pleased to say that once the trees were removed, the 12-year-old System fence popped back up just like new!

Kathy Farrell

We purchased our stalls, feeders, barn fixtures, and Flex fencing from System Fencing and they were absolutely the best to deal with! The stalls are custom; I just sent them our barn plan and they figured out all the measurements. Installing was easy because everything fit perfectly and the directions were exact. They shipped everything to us out in British Columbia at a great rate. System Fencing had the best pricing by far. We got fabulous custom stalls without the custom price. I highly recommend them if you want great customization, a great price, and perfection in your barn!

Diane Drouillard
OUR HISTORY

Back in 1987...

Little did Dwayne and Kevin Job know that a summer’s worth of building fences while attending high school and working from their parents’ home would soon turn into their very own 33,000 square foot company—including a manufacturing shop, retail store, and offices—focused on meeting each and every need of the horse and fellow equestrian.

System Equine has grown and become so much more than fencing, with a professional staff of 45—many of which are horse owners themselves—that are focused and driven towards meeting every need of our clients and offering the best customer service possible. With continuous new product research and training, we also offer education to our customers on how to use our products.

System Equine has proudly become a North American leader in equestrian products. We are incredibly proud to call Canada our home and have focused on building our core products here. We manufacture horse stalls and exercisers that have shipped to prestigious equine facilities all around the world. “Canadians have huge potential in the world market through the building of high quality products, with design and safety being a top priority; we as a country need to take advantage of the opportunities,” says Job. We do our very best to offer our clients competitive prices.

To read more on our manufacturing process when building stalls, please refer to pages 18-21. Here you will also learn about the System-made advantage, and what puts us above the competition when it comes to stall manufacturing and design.

Here at System Equine we continue to source and develop new and innovative products and make them easily accessible to our clients. We offer a wide assortment of equine equipment, horse stalls, fencing and installations, and our tack store provides the latest in horse health care products, equine and equestrian apparel, farrier supplies, engraving, and blanket cleaning and repair services.

Our vision is to be your “one-stop-shop” for equine goods; if there’s something you need for your equine partner, we likely have it available and can also offer support and suggestions, and if we don’t have it, we will do our best to get it in for you.
INSTALLATIONS
Have your fencing installed by the pros

The best in the field...

Installations have always been the backbone of System Equine’s business. Whether you require installation for new fencing, stalls, Dutch doors, or a run-in shed, you can trust our installation crews to get the job done right. We recognize that purchasing products for your farm is a significant investment, and aim to take away all of your worries associated with such large projects. Whatever your goals are for your horses and farm, we are there to help you choose and install the best products to reach them.

With over 30 years of installation experience, System Equine can help you every step of the way, from planning your layout, to working with you to select the best items for your farm’s needs and budget, and then to sending out our certified installation crew to efficiently install your purchase. We offer superior customer service, exceptional product quality, and industry-leading warranties, and are confident that you will have a finished product that is second to none. As the job progresses, we ensure to answer any questions you may have, and then upon completion of the installation, our professional installers will go over everything to show you the proper maintenance required. Our superior installation and product knowledge will give you the security to trust that your new purchase will perform as you need it to.

Our installation crews cover Central and Southwestern Ontario, but we also have preferred installers across the country that have experience installing our products. If you are a contractor or installer, give us a call and we can help you apply for Preferred Contractor status.

Trust System Equine for your next installation; we won’t let you down!
Since 1987 we have been the largest installer and retailer of Flex fencing in the Canadian market. Our first installation was at Stonebroke Farm in Burlington, Ontario, owned by Girt and Diane Atrens—a four-rail Flex job—and we have never stopped installing flexible fencing since.

When installed properly it is a great looking fence that requires almost no maintenance, and will flex like a belt through loops for the safety of both horse and handler. We have had a number of installations that trees have fallen on and the customer has simply cut the tree out of the way and the fence sprung back to life. Or, a car crashes into the Flex fence and takes some posts down, but the horses stay in the paddock because the fence springs back.

Our customers choose Flex for a number of reasons, the most significant of which being the safety of the fence line. Horses simply have a hard time getting hurt on this type of fence. Like with other fencing, they may attempt to sit on it, run into it, and sometimes even jump it, but with the Flex fencing are often left unharmed. The difference in the cost of good fencing and cheap fencing is sometimes just one vet bill.

The 30-year limited warranty ensures you are covered from fading, cracking, and painting, resulting in peace of mind and relaxation as opposed to frequent fence maintenance.

Our Flex fencing is available in white, brown, or black with matching hardware. Our newest addition to this product line is an item that will enable the fence to be tensioned by only one person instead of using the former spoolers with two people.

The difference in the cost of good fencing and cheap fencing is sometimes just one vet bill.
**Why combine your fencing?**

Combination fencing gives you the flexibility to customize and meet your specific fencing needs; fencing for a unique layout, situation, budget, breed, size, visibility, or other requirement are all great reasons to combine your fencing. The possibilities are endless for using our Flex, electric rope, electric tape, oak, and/or wire fencing options.

**Why choose Raceline?**

Raceline is an excellent economical fencing choice. High tensile wire with a thick 5/16” coating ensures durability. Raceline is quick to install and allows you to set your post centres up to 20’ apart. **Combine with a Flex topline** (see above) for a truly remarkable fence system.

**Accessories for Raceline fencing**

- **End Fence Tensioner with Lag Bolt**
  Used to tension Raceline fencing
  Item# 9-672

- **2” Barbed Staple**
  Attaches Raceline to fence posts
  Item# 9-486

- **12.5ga Wire Link**
  Used to splice 2 ends of Raceline fencing
  Item# 9-686
Why choose electric?

Electric fencing is the best option to gain horses’ respect for boundary fences. It is also relatively inexpensive when compared to other fencing choices, and has the benefit of being either temporary when installed with T-posts, or permanent when installed with wooden posts. Choose electric fencing for your entire fencing system, or combine with any of our other systems for added safety, durability, and aesthetic appeal (see page 7).

A recent study by Glauser et al. (2015) has shown that horses experience no greater amounts of stress in electrified enclosures than in non-electrified fencing systems. It is important to note, however, that while horses in electrified paddocks do not experience stress, they will use less of the available area than in non-electrified paddocks; be sure to take this into account when planning your paddock’s size.

No increased stress response in horses on small and electrically fenced paddocks

7mm Electric Rope
- 6 tinned copper and 2 stainless steel wires
- Easy to install
- UV-stabilized
- 880 lbs. break strength
- Excellent addition to board, flex, or vinyl fencing
Item# 9-420 (black)
Item# 9-432 (white with blue strand)

Performance Braided Rope
- Patented self-restoring braid
- Continuous electrical conductivity
- Designed for longevity in extreme climates
- Easy to install
Item# 9-404 (black)
Item# 9-400 (white)

12 Year Limited Manufacturer’s Warranty

Shockline Electric Wire Fence
- High break strength
- Highly visible
- Electric-coated wire for high traffic areas
- 5/16” diameter
- 12.5ga pre-straightened high tensile wires with polyethylene coating and three conductive carbon strips
Item# S(W,BL,BR) white, black, brown

20 Year Limited Manufacturer’s Warranty

Accessories for electric braid, rope, and Shockline fencing

Screw-In Insulator
Item# 9-207 (black)
Item# 9-210 (white)

Claw Insulator
Item# 9-220 (black)
Item# 9-222 (white)

9” Extender Ring Insulator
Black only
Item# 9-213 (10)
Item# 9-214 (50)

Insulated End Strainer
Black only
Item# 9-201 (black)
Item# 9-204 (white)

Rope or Braid Splice
Item# 9-650

Gate Handle
Item# 9-604

Insulator Fence Tensioner
For Shockline ends
Item# 9-674

Metal Pig Tail Step-In Post
- 3/8” x 34” rod with blue insulator
Item# 9-110
- Standard rod x 34”
Item# 9-112

Dura Stirrup Style Step-In Post
65” total length
Item# 9-117
Why choose electric tape?

We have been selling electric tape fencing for over 20 years, and our original installations are still going strong. In the right application this type of fencing is one of the **safest and easiest to install** on the market, and combines the benefits of electric fencing with the aesthetics and high visibility of board fencing at an affordable price.

Choose electric tape fencing if you require a **quick and great-looking fence** that requires very little maintenance.

### 4” Electric Tape
330’ Roll
- High visibility—looks like board

### Ratchet Strainer
Used to tighten 4” tape
Item# 9-588

### Tape Rail In-Line Connector
Connects two rails of 4” tape together
Item# 9-586

### Wood Post Tape Rail Insulator
For wood posts or PVC sleeves with 4” tape
Item# 9-582

### Fault Finder
5 Level LED, 2000-8000 volts
Item# 9-041

### Lite Voltage Tester
5 Level LED, 2000-8000 volts
Item# 9-042

### Lightening Diverter
Used to help protect fencing and charger from lightning damage
Item# 9-052

### Ground Rod Kit
Includes 3 ground rods, 3 ground clamps, and 50’ of galvanized wire
Item# 9-720

### 2 Joule DC Energizer
Powers up to 35 miles of fencing
Item# 9-012

### 3 Joule AC Energizer
Powers up to 50 miles of fencing
Item# 9-005

Please visit SystemEquine.com for our complete line of electric fence accessories.

Your equine solutions partner since 1987

---

**1.5” and 4” electric tape fencing and accessories**

**ELECTRIC FENCING**

**1.5” Electric Tape**
1320’ Roll
- 15 stainless steel wires
- Easily tensioned by hand
- High visibility
- Available in 1320ft, 660ft,

**R-40 End Tensioner**
Item# 9-540 (white)
Item# 9-542 (black)

**Universal Insulator**
Item# 9-520 (white)
Item# 9-522 (black)

---

**4” Electric Tape**
330’ Roll
- 12 heavy tinned copper wires
- Open weave to control fluttering in the wind

---

**Why choose electric tape?**

We have been selling electric tape fencing for over 20 years, and our original installations are still going strong. In the right application this type of fencing is one of the **safest and easiest to install** on the market, and combines the benefits of electric fencing with the aesthetics and high visibility of board fencing at an affordable price.

Choose electric tape fencing if you require a **quick and great-looking fence** that requires very little maintenance.

---

**Accessories for all electric fencing**

**Flexigate System 14’/4m**
Automatically retracts to ensure no loose wires are on the ground
Item# 9-616

**PVC T-Post Sleeves**
2’x2’x5’
Item# 9-130 (white)
Item# 9-132 (black)
*Insulator not included

**Fault Finder**
5 Level LED, 2000-8000 volts
Item# 9-041

**Lite Voltage Tester**
5 Level LED, 2000-8000 volts
Item# 9-042

**Lightening Diverter**
Used to help protect fencing and charger from lightning damage
Item# 9-052

**Ground Rod Kit**
Includes 3 ground rods, 3 ground clamps, and 50’ of galvanized wire
Item# 9-720

**2 Joule DC Energizer**
Powers up to 35 miles of fencing
Item# 9-012

**3 Joule AC Energizer**
Powers up to 50 miles of fencing
Item# 9-005
Why choose wood?

Our premium quality oak boards and cedar posts offer the much sought-after, traditional look of wooden fencing, and are also long-lasting. This type of fencing is ideal for high-traffic areas due to being strong and highly visible. Combine wooden fencing with electric or wire fencing for extra security. All oak is sold green for easy nailing and limited splitting. Leave boards and posts natural for a rustic look, or coat with our fence paint for added protection.

Choosing your paint...

Preserve the life and attractiveness of your fencing by coating it with one of our paint options. We also carry rollers, handles, extension arms, and other accessories. We have everything you need to get the job done right!

Flex Coat Paint
- Unique elastomeric formulation
- Superior flexibility and adhesion
- 100% acrylic formulation
- Superior waterproofing
- Excellent durability
- Easy soap and water clean-up
- Excellent on surfaces requiring flexible coating
Item# 9-495 (white), Item# 9-497 (brown)

Fence Pro Paint
- 100% acrylic formulation
- Specially formulated for wood
- All-weather waterproof protection
- Apply to weathered or previously painted surfaces
Item#9-493 (black)

Fence Coat Black
- Lacquer formulation for long-term flexibility & durability
- 3-4 year durability on fences (on properly prepared wood)
- Will not rub off on horses or humans
- Requires no heating or thinning
- Lead-free, safe around valuable stock
- Excellent adhesion to all fence surfaces (can be applied over asphalt, creosote, and CCA salt-treated lumber)
Special shipping required
Item# F85(5) 5 gal., 55 gal.

Fence Coat Tap 55 gal.
Item# 9-498
Why choose wire?

Wire fencing has a **wide variety of advantages** for use with many types of livestock. Our selection of wire fencing of varying designs and sizes is sure to meet your needs.

This type of fencing is **rigid for durability**, yet flexible enough to prevent injury. All wire is **galvanized** in order to prevent corrosion and resist severe weather conditions, also resulting in an **extremely low maintenance** system that holds up to the ongoing abuse animals can create.

Wire fencing is the best option to **protect your animals from predators**, ensuring no access points to the paddock. While ideal for keeping predators out, the opposite is also true; wire fencing does an excellent job at keeping livestock of all sizes safely inside the paddock.

When combined with our Flex or oak rail fencing to provide a strongly visible sightline, wire fencing is **one of the best options currently available** for animal containment.

---

**Diamond Mesh Fence**
- Closely woven 2” x 4” diamond mesh
- One of the most respected equine fences on the market
- Prevents animals from “stepping through” fence
- Excellent for horses, especially foals and ponies

50” x 165’ Roll Item# 9-470

**Square Deal Mesh Fence**
- Closely woven 2” x 4” vertical mesh
- Prevents animal from “stepping through” fence
- Virtually no maintenance

- 60’ x 200’ Roll Item# 9-466
- 72’ x 100’ Roll Item# 9-468
- 48’ x 200’ Roll Item# 9-462

**Sheep & Goat Fence**
- Designed for smaller animals
- Square Deal® Knot prevents from buckling or sagging

330’ Roll 1348-4-12.5 Item# 9-485

**Wire Field Fence**
- Graduated holes handle tough task of corralling herds of large animals
- Holds up to ongoing abuse

- Galvanized wire resists weathering and wear and tear

330’ Roll 1047-6-12.5 Item# 9-475

**Paige Wire Fence**
- Galvanized wire resists weathering and wear and tear
- Affordable fence for cattle, sheep, or swine
- Holds up to ongoing abuse

660’ Roll 949-12 Item# 9-480

---

Your equine solutions partner since 1987
OUTDOOR FEEDERS & WATERERS

Efficient hay feeders and waterers for outdoor use

Choosing your hay feeder...

Many studies have confirmed that the slower horses eat, the healthier and happier they are. Hay feeders are beneficial for slowing down feeding, keeping hay clean and dry, and encouraging a natural feeding position. Check out our selection online or come into our store to learn more. For hay nets and bags please see page 46.

Hay Optimizer
• Metal or rope mesh top
• 44” x 44” x 21” H
Item# 19-105

Hay Basket
• 64” diameter, 34” high,
80 lbs.
Item# 16-8012

Galvanized Round Bale Hay Feeder
• Combine with net (right)
• 8’ diameter, 50” H, 190 lbs.
Item# 16-8031

Round Bale Hay Net
• 2” holes; no knots
• 6’ diameter, 8’ width
• Other sizes available
Item# 16-827

Haygain Forager
• Scientifically designed slow feeder
• Comes with 2 different sized regulators
• Base can be filled with sand to maximize stability
Item# 19-449

Galvanized Tanks
• Many more sizes available
Item# 603090 (4’x2’x2’),
603091 (6’x2’x2’), 603096
(4’x2’x1’), 603097 (6’x2’x1’)

1500-Watt Sinking De-Icer with Guard
• Automatic shut-off
• Galvanized guard
Item# 70-223

Universal Drain Plug Tank De-Icer
• Fits holes 3/4” and larger
• Built-in thermostat
Item# 70-2231

20 qt. Fortiflex Flat Back Bucket
• See page 47 for more
• Multiple colours available
Item# 603070

5 gal. Heated Flat Back Bucket
• 111 watts
Item# 70-22

16 gal. Heated Bucket
• 120 watts
Item# 70-23

Drinking Post Waterer
• No electricity = no hydro costs
• Fresh, clean, 10°C water year-round
• No cement pad required for installation
• Easy to install
• Simple (only three moving parts) and reliable
• No float to maintain
Item# 70-319-6FT, Item# 70-320-8FT, Item# 70-321-10FT

Nelson Heated Automatic Waterers
• See page 47 for more
Item# 730-24A, 730-10A
730-10WA (wall-mounted)

Frost-Free Yard Hydrant
• Heavy-duty cast iron
Item# 70-18

Choosing your waterer...

We have a full selection of buckets, troughs, automatic waters, and frost-free hydrants to choose from. We also carry de-icers for the winter. Call or come in to chat with one of our watering experts on why certain waterers will work in certain situations. We have a solution for you and your horses!

Haygain Forager
• Scientifically designed slow feeder
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• Base can be filled with sand to maximize stability
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Frost-Free Yard Hydrant
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• No cement pad required for installation
• Easy to install
• Simple (only three moving parts) and reliable
• No float to maintain
Item# 70-319-6FT, Item# 70-320-8FT, Item# 70-321-10FT

Nelson Heated Automatic Waterers
• See page 47 for more
Item# 730-24A, 730-10A
730-10WA (wall-mounted)

Frost-Free Yard Hydrant
• Heavy-duty cast iron
Item# 70-18

Choosing your waterer...

We have a full selection of buckets, troughs, automatic waters, and frost-free hydrants to choose from. We also carry de-icers for the winter. Call or come in to chat with one of our watering experts on why certain waterers will work in certain situations. We have a solution for you and your horses!
Choosing your run-in shed...

Run-in sheds are ideal for horses that are turned outside for most or all of the time, as they provide shade and a windbreak. Studies have shown that 100 sq. ft. of shelter per horse should be provided. From our experience, many people have success with as many as 4 to 6 horses per 10’ x 20’ run-in shed.

Complete Portable Run-In Shed Kit
• Includes complete frame, nuts & bolts, U-channels, wall braces and wall capping, wood for 48” high kickboards, steel siding and roofing, 4-corner trim, all wood and steel screws, earth anchors
• Pre-engineered square tubular frame
• Hot-dipped galvanized finish
• Corrugated steel wall and roof covering
• Huge variety of custom colours, styles, and sizes available
Item# RI-SHED(10,20,30) 10’ x 10’, 10’ x 20’, 10’ x 30’

Wooden Run-In Shed
• Fully assembled
• Pine board & batten
• Pine kickboards
• Galvanized corner edging
• Base of 6” x 6” pressure treated wood
• Steel strapping on bottom of corners for transport
• Ontario only (additional delivery charges apply)
• Other sizes available
Item# RI-WSHED(12,1014,1016,1216) 10’ x 12’, 10’ x 14’, 10’ x 16’, 12’ x 16’

Why use a soil stabilizer?

The addition of soil stabilizers to paddocks—especially those in low-lying areas—can be a real lifesaver. When placed in high-traffic areas such as at entrances, in run-in sheds, and around feed and watering areas they help to reduce mud and improve drainage. Soil stabilizers can also be used in stalls, arenas, and anywhere else they’re needed!

Flexigrid Base Stabilization (2nds)
• 47.25” x 59” x 1.5” thickness
• Protects grass roots and reduces storm water runoff
• Conforms to landscape
• Perfect solution to keeping high traffic areas level and dry
• Optimum drainage
• Prevents ruts & channeling
• Manufactured from recycled tires
Item# 07-SSR1
Choosing your gate...

Our paddock gates are sturdy, dependable, and look great. Choose the Economy line for lighter-duty applications—such as rarely-used paddock entrances, and our own System-made, pre-galvanized, no-weld gates for heavier applications—such as in high-traffic paddock entrances.

Choosing your latch...

All of our gate latches are excellent options for everyday use; the best latch for you depends largely on personal preferences in look, application, and budget.
Why use a round pen?

The round pen is an excellent tool that will make your horse training simpler and more concentrated. Round pens create a **precise training environment** allowing for **improved communication between horse and handler**. With no square corners to get stuck in, the round pen’s smaller size and continuous curved barrier limits the horse’s ability to flee or evade the handler, permitting greater focus and control.

Our round pens **can be customized to any diameter**, but at least 50-60’ is recommended to allow the horse to bend and achieve proper balance at the walk, trot, and canter.

**Individual panels can be purchased** for use as temporary stalls, divisions, quarantine areas, and paddocks.

System Galvanized

This round pen has been used by top trainers, riders, and horses. From building a round pen for training to using only four panels to contain the horse with limited turnout, this is the strongest round pen panel on the market due to our 1.66” tubing with unique hinge and gate design. In the summer, check out the round pen panels at the RAM Rodeo and see the pens we made over six years ago and moved every weekend of the summer, every summer.

Horse Corral Grey

These 12’ panels are quick to set up, move, and relocate. Whether building a round pen for riding and training or setting up at a horse show as a temporary stall, you will no doubt enjoy the versatility of these panels. Made of lighter duty steel for easier movement, these panels are great for calm, easy going horses and lunging. These are not recommended for unsupervised turnout. Pins are permanently mounted to the panels for quick and easy setup and take-down.

Value-Line Red

These 10’ panels are a great option for those working with a budget. They are an excellent choice for lunging and light riding. They can be loaded into a trailer by one person and easily taken to a horse show or other event to contain your horses under supervision. These panels are versatile and can also be used to keep cars or people off grass areas, or block off part of an arena. Pins are used to easily attach panels to one another.

Multi-use round pen panels & entrances

ROUND PENS

Your equine solutions partner since 1987
**PLATZ-MAX NL-GW**
- Swivelling mechanism (NL)
- With lattice roller (GW)
- Adjustable track-cleaner on the right
- Adjustable wheel to protect the side wall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item#</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRCP1</td>
<td>5.91'</td>
<td>595 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP2</td>
<td>7.22'</td>
<td>680 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP5</td>
<td>8.20'</td>
<td>775 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP6</td>
<td>8.86'</td>
<td>810 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLATZ-MAX ROLL-GW**
- Hydraulic adjustable chassis
- With lattice roller (GW)
- Adjustable track-cleaner on the right
- Adjustable wheel to protect the side wall

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item#</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRCP3</td>
<td>5.25'</td>
<td>530 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP4</td>
<td>5.91'</td>
<td>555 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Estate Harrow**
- Manufactured from HARD 1045 1/2" steel
- Easy-to-handle size: 5’ working width; 95 lbs. weight
- Fits perfectly behind an ATV, utility vehicle, or lawn tractor; can also be used behind an estate tractor
- 3-Point Hitch Lift Frame sold separately (Item# 9-101)
- Wheeled Pull-Behind Carrier sold separately (Item# 19-102); allows harrow to be lifted with a hand jack to allow harrow to go across grass or driveways

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item#</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRC5</td>
<td>5.25'</td>
<td>530 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC6</td>
<td>5.91'</td>
<td>555 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Dressage Ring Kit**
- Includes rails and cone letters to create a 20x60m ring
- High quality PVC
- Easy to clean
- Cones include divet on top for flowers and lip on bottom that allows them to be weighed down

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item#</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRCP1</td>
<td>5.91'</td>
<td>555 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP2</td>
<td>6.57'</td>
<td>555 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP3</td>
<td>7.22'</td>
<td>680 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP4</td>
<td>8.02'</td>
<td>680 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP5</td>
<td>9.98'</td>
<td>810 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRCP6</td>
<td>11.87'</td>
<td>810 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Track & Ring Conditioner**
- The TRC was designed to do a 2-step process in 1 step. Using the chiseled harrow tines, the conditioner breaks up clumped/packed footing surfaces while the leveling blade simultaneously smooths out the surface, resulting in neat and even footing. The TRC is available both in a pull-behind model or three-point hitch. With six depth adjustments, a two-way adjustable blade, and powder coating for durability, it is the best ring conditioner for sand on the market at its price point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item#</th>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TRC6</td>
<td>5.91'</td>
<td>640 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC6PB</td>
<td>6'</td>
<td>640 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC8</td>
<td>8'</td>
<td>775 lbs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRC8PB</td>
<td>8'</td>
<td>775 lbs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Choosing your arena groomer...**
The type of groomer you will need for your arena will depend on the type of footing you have, the type of machine you have, and your budget. If you have any questions about which model is best for your footing, give us a call!
**Why steam your hay?**

**For your horse.** Up to 1 in 6 horses in the UK are diagnosed with Recurrent Airway Obstruction (RAO) and 80% of horses stabled part of the time suffer from some degree of airway inflammation. Homemade steamers and soaking are ineffective at reducing microbes in comparison to Haygain steamers. Haygain steamers provide a hygienic, dust-free, hydrated, palatable, and easily digestible forage, resulting in a healthier horse.

**For you.** Twenty-five percent of people working with horses have a diagnosed respiratory condition such as asthma. Steamed hay effectively reduces these incidences.

**For the environment.** Filling a container for soaking hay typically uses 50 to 250 litres, while Haygain steamers only use about 4.5 litres of water per cycle. Post-soak water also contains environmental pollutants, while Haygain steamers produce no pollutants.

**For your wallet.** An epidemiological study found respiratory problems in racehorses to be the second highest reason for lost training days. As it is a non-invasive, non-pharmaceutical medical treatment, using Haygain steamers is a legal way to maximise performance with no danger of doping.

---

**Why use a nebuliser?**

Nebulisation is a treatment technique in which tiny spherical droplets of aerosolised medication are generated and inhaled by the patient.

The Nortev Flexineb enables the horse owner to easily administer care to their horse’s airways and lungs. The device incorporates a mask that fits on the nose and is a technological means of generating a fine mist.

**Nebulisers allow the treatment of breathing problems** diagnosed by professional veterinarians by delivering natural therapies such as saline and eucalyptus in a very efficient way, ensuring your horse’s airways are optimally conditioned at all times for good breathing. **Direct and rapid delivery to the lungs provides the quickest possible recovery and return to competition.**

The Nortev Flexineb is a quiet, portable nebuliser with a long battery life that is sure to pay for itself in reduced vet bills and increased performance.

---

### Haygain Hay steamers and Flexineb nebulisers

- **Haygain HG 2000**
  - Ideal for 5+ horses
  - Full bale
  - Item# 19-408

- **Haygain HG One**
  - Ideal for 1-2 horses or travelling
  - 4-6 flakes
  - Item# 19-412

- **Haygain HG 600**
  - Ideal for 3-4 horses
  - 1/2 bale
  - Item# 19-410

### Nortev Flexineb 2

- Used to deliver
  - Antibiotics, to clear up infection in lungs
  - Bronchodilators, to open airways
  - Corticosteroids, to treat inflamed airways
  - Natural solutions such as Balsamic Air, Saline, Eucalyptus, Nebulin, and EquiSilver

- Comes with 1 bottle of Silvaplex FREE!
  - Item# 15-200 (blue), 15-200P (pink)

### Silvaplex

- Helps expel excess mucous
- Positive effects for horses with EIPH, respiratory inflammation, and infection

- Item# 15-221

---

*Your equine solutions partner since 1987*
The System-made advantage is access to some of the best horse stall designers and builders in the world. We are located right in Rockwood, ON, a small agricultural town with access to high quality, hardworking people that want to build you and your horses the best and safest equine equipment possible.

When building a stall system we can start with one of our existing styles, or from our client’s ideas and inspirations for a completely unique design. We usually run with a 4-16 week lead time on projects, so be sure to start the process early enough to meet any deadlines you may have for your facility’s construction.

When you choose System Horse Stalls you get the full System experience, which includes honesty, integrity, and superior design and construction.

“We take every possible step to build value into the products we produce, from the inventive safe latches, to the hidden welds and unique designs” says Kevin Job, VP of Production. “We are always looking for the best materials, products, and most advanced ways of building.”

If you are interested in visiting us, please call and ask Dwayne or Kevin to take you on a personal tour of our facility.
If you can dream it, we can build it...

We provide excellence from design to completion. **Not seeing exactly what you’re looking for?** Maybe you already have your own design in mind, or see characteristics from a number of our stalls that you’d like to combine. **Share your ideas with us** and we can work together to create your dream stall front. **Who knows, we might even name the new design after your farm!** Many of our current designs were inspired by collaborations between our sales reps and clients. **We are always excited to create something new and unique!** A lot of the time we start with a simple sketch then produce a drawing based on that sketch and work with you to come up with a design that is unique to you and your situation.
Choosing your stall front...

There are many factors to consider when selecting the right stall system for you and your horses. First you need to ask yourself what you want to accomplish based on your, your horses’, and your clients’ (if applicable) needs and your budget. Do lots of research; talk to other farm owners and search the internet for ideas and inspirations. Don’t be afraid to give us a call so we can help you get started on the right track to planning your dream facility.

All of our stalls (with the exception of our Standard stalls) are available in hot-dipped galvanized or powder-coated finishes in any colour—a great opportunity to showcase your barn’s colours or your own personal style. Any design can be further customized by choosing from our selection of partitions (pages 38-39) and add-ons (pages 25 and 41).

In this section we have a variety of stall types depicted, but you don’t have to limit yourself to one of the designs on the following pages. Almost all of our designer stall fronts were developed from custom orders.

Whichever system you choose, you can be sure that we will be with you every step of the way. Whether you are a two-stall hobby farm or a 60-stall boarding facility, we have a stall that will work for you.

Post-Supported Collection

Whether you’re retro-fitting, renovating, or building an entire new barn, these stalls will work for all structures that have existing posts. Each stall comes complete with almost all of the components needed to set up a fantastic looking stall front or partition; all there is left to do is choose the type of wood you’d prefer to use. Love the idea of using posts, but want something more from your stalls? You can easily dress up these stalls with any of our add-ons. To view the stalls in this collection please refer to pages 22-24.

Free-Standing Collection

Do you have a free-span building, old drive shed, or a building with a wide open space? Our free-standing collection does not require any posts (but posts can be used) for installation and can be easily and quickly installed on top of a level, hard-packed screening, concrete, or asphalt base. By omitting posts, there are no edges that horses can chew. These versatile stalls make for a great addition to any facility. Designs in this collection differ greatly in terms of simplicity and functionality. Check them out on pages 26-29.

Designer Collection

Perception is everything with our designer collection. Choose from any of the designs on pages 30-35, or give us a call and we can help you create exactly what you want; the possibilities are endless. Our highest quality craftsmanship make them worth the investment. Designer stalls are ideal for high-end stables or anyone that wants that luxurious appearance. Custom bending, decorative flanges, and full grills or mesh are just a few of the available add-ons. Add brass caps or finials (page 41) to top off that majestic look.
CHOOSING YOUR STALLS

11 steps to getting your dream stalls...

1. **Ask questions.** Visit other barns in the area to see how they have set up their facility and how that facility functions. Here are some questions you can ask: Why did you put the tack room in that location? Where is the manure pit? Where are the shavings stored? If you could do it all over again is there anything you would change in terms of design? Be careful to take time to analyze the information, because if you ask 10 different horse owners these types of questions you will get many different answers, all of which are likely to be quite passionate.

2. **Determine the number of stalls you're going to need.** One thing about people in the horse industry is that they always seem to end up with more horses than initially intended. Plan for expansion even if you don’t put all of the box stalls in right away.

3. **Decide on the size of the stalls.** This will be determined by the type of horses you will be housed and the specific purpose of the building. For example, a sales barn would have a different setup than a boarding facility, and most breeding operations require large foaling stalls.

4. **Determine the style of the stalls based on your building.** Do you have a wide open area, lower ceilings, posts to work around, concrete already in, or are you starting from scratch? You’ll have to take all of these questions into consideration when choosing your stall style.

5. **Consider the width of your aisleways.** This number will determine if you can use swinging or sliding doors. We recommend the minimum aisleway to be at least 10’ across for swinging doors. If you are renovating an existing facility and want to use sliding doors, ensure that you have enough height and do not have any beams in the way.

6. **Choose between open top or grill top stalls.** Determining the look and feel of the stalls is a personal preference; we can give you our recommendation by bringing up any safety concerns and advise you accordingly, but in the end it is you that will be living with the stalls for the next 50 years. Open top stalls which are part of our designer collection provide an open, airy feel while allowing for better socialization between horses and passersby. Horses can sometimes be calmer when they feel as though they are part of the action happening around the barn. The downsides with this stall system style in a boarding barn is that you do not always know what type of horses are coming in, and you don’t have control over people walking around; horses may bite, get aggressive, or even try to jump out of the stall. Take this into consideration when deciding between open top and grill top stalls.

7. **Choose from our selection of door and grill work options.** We have an unlimited number of options to make your stalls highly functional based on your specific needs. V-doors, yokes, shutter doors, mesh, full grill, and split doors are just a few of the options, all manufactured of high quality steel using the finest hardware available giving you peace of mind that the doors will function for years with very little maintenance. You can also choose from a variety of grill work options. Low grill work, full height, feed doors, feed openings, swivel bucket doors, and water taps can all be added to most of our designs, or made custom to fit your requirements.

8. **Are you going to need windows and/or outside walkthrough doors?** Most stalls are located on outside walls and should either have a window or outside door going into the stalls. If you reside in warmer parts of the world you will have different options than if you live in areas that receive a lot of snow or cold weather. Having outside doors in each stall is ideal in case of fire and can also be combined with a run-in. In colder climates they are more difficult to seal and keep the elements out.

9. **Choose your partitions.** Solid walls are a good choice for boarding barns, barns housing stallions, or barns where a lot of horses come and go. Privacy partitions give an area that allows the horses to socialize, but also provide them with an area where they can eat and relax in peace. Partitions with a grill all along the top are great for increasing ventilation, socialization between horses, and visibility for owners and caretakers and allowing natural light throughout the barn.

10. **Figure out which type of posts you’ll use.** Choose from wood or steel, keeping in mind that many horses like to chew on exposed wood in stalls, which can lead to increased maintenance down the road. Opt for steel posts or post edging and/or caps on exposed wood as ways to minimize or eliminate chewing.

11. **Determine your stall finish.** We offer three different finishes for our stalls: Pre-galvanized steel for our standard stall system which offers good protection, powder-coated paint over hot-dipped galvanized steel, and hot-dipped galvanized steel. Our hot-dipped galvanized finish is a greyish colour with some imperfections in the coating, but it will not peel or scratch and will last a lifetime. Powder-coated colour is our most aesthetically-pleasing finish and is available in almost any colour. This type of finish does require some maintenance and upkeep.
Standard Stalls

Our Standard stalls are our most economical stall front choice that can easily be retro-fitted to any barn, but is not lacking in quality. Note that they are easy to assemble, but do require existing posts. We’ve been providing these stalls for our customers since 1994; it’s our most popular kit for those who are budget-conscious. They are only available in a galvanized finish, but can be available to ship within 24-48 hours via courier or pickup.

Includes:
- Sliding door, top latch & round track kit, grill front, 2x 46.5” & 4-7” top U-channels, stay roller & door stops. Screws included. 1x wall brace included with 12’ front only. Galvanized only. Wood & posts not included.
Rockwood Stalls

Noted for its strength and durability, the Rockwood welded stall is always a wise choice for your barn with support posts. Hidden welds guarantee extra durability without compromising appearance or the horse’s safety. Each bar is secured into pre-punched holes in the U-channel and then welded firmly into place. These are ideal for high use training and boarding facilities where a stronger stall system is required.

ROCKWOOD Stalls

- A durable stall at an affordable price
- Corrosion-resistant
- Hidden welds for strength and a clean look (right)
- Increased strength of all welded components
- Easily customized
- Visit page 25 for our complete line of options

Includes: Sliding door, top latch & round track kit, grill front, 2x 46.5” & 4x 7” top U-channels, stay roller & door stops. Screws included. 1x wall brace included with 12’ front only. Galvanized or powder-coated paint. Wood & posts not included.

Optional Nobleman V with Full Grill Doors

Your equine solutions partner since 1987
Braecrest Stalls

Our Braecrest design combines the best features from the Rockwood and Nobleman stalls. The flanges and contrasting wood on the door make an elegant statement in any barn. This design radiates beauty with its added bar height, majestic door, and continuous track. The Braecrest is an excellent option for anyone looking for a simple stall with a classy twist.

BRAECREST Stalls

- Great option for training or boarding facilities
- Taller 42" bar opening—box channel that is flanged to posts
- Hidden welds for strength and a clean look
- Swing-out feed door not included
- Visit page 25 for our complete line of options

Includes: Sliding door, spring loaded bar latch & round track, front grill, 2x U-channels, 3x black rubber coated stay guides/doorstops. All fasteners included. 1x wall brace included with 12’ front only. Hot-dipped galvanized or powder-coated paint. Wood not included.
Adding the finishing touches...

Congratulations! You’re almost finished designing your stall system. To complete the look, we have a wide variety of doors and feed doors available for every need. Don’t see what you’re looking for? Get in touch with us to find out what other options we have available; the design possibilities are limitless!

SOLID Door
- Used for tack rooms, feed rooms, or isolation areas
- U-channel frame for added strength

GRILL TOP Door
- This style is included in the cost of a stall front
- Allows horses to be able to see their surroundings without hanging their heads out
- Our most popular stall door style

FULL GRILL Door
- Offers superior ventilation
- We recommend a slide or horseshoe latch for this type
- Full grill V-doors and shutter doors are also available
- Full or partial mesh also available

V-Door
- Designed for horses to hang their heads out of the stall
- Allows horses to socialize
- Can be opened, closed, or taken off completely
- Add a grill or mesh bottom for added ventilation

NOBLEMAN V-Door
- All of the benefits of our regular V-doors
- Curved design
- Elegant look
- Can be opened, closed, or taken off completely

FULL GRILL NOBLEMAN V-Door
- All of the benefits of our Nobleman V and full grill doors
- Luxurious look and feel
- Horseshoe latch recommended for added support

WINDOW GRILL
- Available in any size
- Flushmount or hinged for opening
- Easily cleaned
- Can be powder-coated in almost any colour

SHUTTER Door
- All of the benefits of our V-door
- Easily locks into position with spring loaded bars—no lifting needed
- The horseshoe or slide latch is required with this door

Your equine solutions partner since 1987

UPGRADES & WINDOW GRILLS
The Freedom stall is named after its **flexibility in design**; its simplicity allows for countless customization options. Whether you’re looking for a no-nonsense stall, or are interested in adding all the bells and whistles, this stall can work for you. It’s a **great choice for those on a budget** looking for a quality panel stall. While simple, this design is certainly **not lacking in quality**; it’s designed to stand up to regular wear and tear caused by horses.

**Freedom Stalls**

- Our most versatile stall series
- 7.5’ tall one-piece panels
- Excellent option for free span buildings, drive sheds, or wide open spaces
- Easiest installation—panels pin together
- Portable or permanent (no posts required, but they can be used)
- Swing-out feed door included
- Enclosed track system

**Includes:**
- 7.5’ high front frame including gril, grill top door with spring loaded bar latch, swing-out feed door, round track assembly. Wood not included.
Westana Stalls

With its added decorative flanges and feed door, the Westana expertly combines functionality and aesthetics, making it an excellent choice when you want something a little more from your stalls but don’t want to break the bank. Choose this stall to achieve that high-end look without the high-end pricetag. Opt for matching partitions with top and bottom flanges to complete the look.

WESTANA Stalls
• Same as Freedom but with added features at an affordable price
• 7.5' tall one-piece panels
• Excellent option for free span buildings, drive sheds, or wide open spaces
• Easiest installation—panels pin together
• Portable or permanent (no posts required, but they can be used)
• Swing-out feed door included
• Enclosed track system

Includes: 7.5’ high front frame including grill, grill top door with spring loaded bar latch, swing-out feed door, decorative flanges, round track assembly. Wood not included.
While our Finish-Line stalls are the go-to option for most Standardbred and Thoroughbred training centres, it can be a great option for other types of equine facilities as well. Its simple design makes for the most economical choice for many stables. The welded half-swing door provides added ventilation and socialization to your stalls at an affordable price.
**Competition Stalls**

Showgrounds, fairs, racetracks, and expos all require ease of set up for temporary situations as well as strength and durability. Our Competition stalls are used for events all around the world. They create a wonderful, clean look for your show while safely containing the horses. Racks are available for ease of storage and transportation. Choosing this system for temporary situations is certain to save you time and money.

**COMPETITION Stalls**

- Often used as rental stalls to generate extra income at horse shows and other equine-related events
- Made to withstand regular wear and tear by horses
- Quick & easy setup, and can be stacked for easy transportation
- Hot-dipped galvanized finish with puckboard inserts
- Lightweight without sacrificing strength and durability
- Easy to clean

**Includes:** 10’ or 12’x 7’ high galvanized panel, hinged swing door with gravity latch, puckboard panels. Ten stall minimum per order.
Clean lines and an open-concept feel are the standout characteristics of our Wellington stall series. With its European-inspired elegance, the Wellington is a fantastic choice for those looking for a classic, uniform style. Our superior craftsmanship and precision during the manufacturing process shows in every detail, making the Wellington a timeless option.
Venetian Stalls

This stall series is best known for its elegance featuring a soft European touch with its unique, centered door. The finest details have been considered with the design of this masterpiece. Built with horses’ safety and handler’s ease in mind, this stall is beautiful and functional. The Venetian is a wonderful addition to any stable looking for something that will elicit awe in the eyes of all those who visit.

VENETIAN Stalls

• Best of both worlds with a tall design that still provides added socialization by allowing horses to hang their head outside the door
• Tall 4.5” round steel posts with flanges
• Smooth, sloping lines offer an aesthetically pleasing touch
• The addition of decorative finials completes the luxurious look
• Many upgrading options available (see pages 25 and 41)
• Fully adjustable stainless steel hinges with rounded tabs to minimize injuries
• Available in both powder-coated colour or hot-dipped galvanized finishings

Optional Full Grill Door and Caps

Optional V Insert, Full Grill Door, and Finials
Maverick Stalls

Our Maverick stall series is a true statement piece. Its unique swooping front creatively sets this design far from the others. If you’re looking for something different that is sure to make everyone’s head turn as they step foot into your stable, then this is the stall for you. The design allows horses to enjoy the social atmosphere of the barn, while safely inhibiting them from getting too close to one another.
Des Coteaux Stalls

This classic, elegant design features centered hinged Dutch-style doors that can be opened together, or the top opened by itself for socialization. This unique characteristic makes this stall a great choice for those who want their horses to be able to comfortably see outside their stalls, but also like the option of total confinement. Add an arched door and vented ash to really take this design to the next level.

DES COTEAUX Stalls

- Traditional design featuring both aesthetic and functional accents
- Upper and lower door can be opened together or separately
- Tall 4.5” round steel posts with flanges
- When upper door is open, allows horses to be able to observe barn comings and goings, reducing boredom
- Many upgrading options available (see pages 25 and 41)
- Fully adjustable stainless steel hinges with rounded tabs to minimize injuries
- Available in both powder-coated colour or hot-dipped galvanized finishings

Optional Feed Door and Arched Door

Optional Feed Door and Arched Door

Your equine solutions partner since 1987
**Nobleman Stalls**

The European aesthetic on the Nobleman stall series brings a **special sophistication** to any facility. Its **carefully designed features** simply exude grandeur as a whole. The Nobleman’s unique V-doors have the ability to be easily opened, closed, or completely taken off depending on your preference. **Take this design over the top** with brass caps or finials found on page 41, or any other customization option that speaks to your vision.

**Nobleman Stalls**

- Our most elegant and sophisticated design due to its added height and functional features
- 8’ height for a grand look
- Distinct V on door can be opened, closed, or taken off
- Brass, stainless, or painted accents available
- Many upgrading options available (see pages 25 and 41)
- Fully adjustable stainless steel hinges with rounded tabs to minimize injuries
- Available in both powder-coated colour or hot-dipped galvanized finishings
Embleton Stalls

Our one of a kind, majestic Embleton stalls stand tall with a luxurious stall door contrasted between towering posts. Included hardware features a carefully engineered system that performs at its best every day with its superior functionality. The Embleton can easily be customized to meet your requirements and requests, making this design your very own. If you are searching for a polished stall that truly makes a statement, look no further.

EMBLETON Stalls
- 8’ stall door constructed of 2” x 4” steel tubing
- 4-way round track trolley system to easily guide the door
- Elegant grilled swoop in door for increased socialization and ventilation
- Esthetics in mind with hidden welds where possible
- Built to accent facilities with high ceilings
- Many upgrading options available (see pages 25 and 41)
- Fully adjustable stainless steel hinges with rounded tabs to minimize injuries
- Available in both powder-coated colour or hot-dipped galvanized finishings
If you don’t see exactly what you’re looking for from our designs, feel free to get creative and come to us with your dream barn ideas. **We will work with you diligently to ensure your vision becomes a reality.** Whether it’s a simple modification of one of our designs, or something totally unique, **we can help you fulfill your creative desires.** The stalls you see here are just a few examples of what we’ve proudly accomplished with our customers.

- Build off of any of our current designs or start from scratch and create your own
- Choose from hot-dipped galvanized finishings or powder-coated colour to match your barn colours or personal preferences
- The design possibilities are limited only by your imagination
- Browse door options on page 25
- Browse partitions on pages 38-39
- Browse DIY’ hardware on page 40
- Browse accents and latches on page 41
Standing Stalls

Standing stalls are an excellent option for horses that spend a limited amount of time in the barn. They are a great space saver, and the possibilities for design are essentially endless. Keep them simple by using any of our regular or heavy-duty partitions (pages 38-39), or dress them up with wings, flanges, caps or finials, mesh, or powder-coated paint. Let us help you choose the perfect standing stall option for your horses.

STANDING Stalls
• Ideal for horses that are fed individually, but turned out most of the time or for horses that only come in during inclement weather
• Saves space, bedding, and mucking time
• Horses learn to be handled from behind
• Choose from kitted or welded post-required partitions, or our panel partitions
• Design your own style
• Wood and wood posts not included
• Available in both powder-coated colour or hot-dipped galvanized finishings

Your equine solutions partner since 1987

Maximize space with this classic stall design
Choosing partitions often depends on a few factors, such as the desired level of socialization between stalls, ventilation requirements, whether you require the option to change the size of your stalls as needed, and personal preferences. While our post-supported stalls are only compatible with these partitions, they will actually work with any stall series. If you are unsure which partition would be best, feel free to give us a call and one of our sales reps can help steer you in the right direction.

**GRILLED Partitions**
- Provides horses with socialization and entertainment without risk of injury
- Easy way to increase ventilation, minimizing risk of respiratory issues
- Easily customized on site to size

**Includes:** 2 grill sections for a 10’ or 12’ partition, 2x 46.5” U-channels, 2x 46.5” wall braces, 2x 7” U-channels, all fasteners. Wood not included.

**PRIVACY Partitions**
- All of the benefits of grilled partitions
- Gives horses the option of socialization or privacy, especially when eating
- Easily customized on site to size

**Includes:** 1 grill section for a 10’ or 12’ partition, 1x 94.5” U-channel, 1x 46.5” U-channel, 2x 46.5” wall braces, 2x 7” U-channels, all fasteners. Wood not included.

**SOLID Partitions**
- Often used in aisleways, in stalls housing stallions, and in quarantine barns
- Used in well-ventilated facilities
- More direct way to eliminate defensive behaviour between stalled horses
- Easily customized on site to size

**Includes:** 2x 94.5” U-channels, 2x 94.5” wall braces, all fasteners, wood not included.

sales@SystemEquine.com  1-800-842-6314  SystemEquine.com
Choosing your partition...

These partitions are often used when support posts are not required. Create your complete free-standing system from a variety of easily-installed panels on any hard-packed, level surface. Keep in mind that any of these designs can be customized. Common customizations include the addition of mesh or decorative flanges.

**SLIDING Partitions**
- Allows partition to roll into the aisle
- Space efficient in that a foaling stall or stall for a larger horse can be created only when needed
- Great labour saver for large operations

**SWINGING Partitions**
- Allows partition to swing out of the way into either stall
- Space efficient in that a foaling stall or stall for a larger horse can be created only when needed
- Great labour saver for large operations

**GRILLED Partitions**
- Provides horses with socialization and entertainment without the risk of injury
- Easy way to increase ventilation
- Wood not included

**GRILLED DECORATIVE Partitions**
- All the same features as grilled partitions with a little added flare
- Often used in main aiseways
- Wood not included

**PRIVACY Partitions**
- All of the benefits of grilled partitions
- Gives horses the option of socialization or privacy
- Creates a space to hang hay nets, stall toys, etc.
- Wood not included

**SOLID Partitions**
- Often used in aisleways, stalls housing stallions, quarantine barns, and in well-ventilated facilities
- Eliminate defensive behaviour between stalled horses
- Wood not included
DIY HARDWARE

Grills, channels, braces, tracks, and other stall hardware

DIY HARDWARE

Everything you need to get the job done yourself...

We carry everything needed for the handyman or woman to complete a full stall installation. If you ever have any questions about our products while you’re planning or installing, give us a call and we will help you get the job done. Complete the project with our partitions on pages 38-39 and options and accessories on pages 25 and 41.

SWINGING DOOR Hardware

Half Swing Door
Full Swing Door
8” T-Hinge
10” T-Hinge
12” Strap Hinge

Item# 302-9
Item# 302-8
Item# 364-28T
Item# 364-21OT
Item# 365-212S

White Ash Lumber

Our white ash is an excellent material for all stall walls, back walls, or anywhere horses apply a lot of pressure.

• Dried to 16-18% moisture to help reduce shrinkage
• Tongue & groove with V-joint
• Stains to an amazing grain finish
• Hardwood helps stop chewing

Item# 011-WASH52

Welded Stall Grill

Item# 364-RT28T9

Item
26” 25 lbs. 37(2,3)-26 (galv/paint)
48” 48 lbs. 37(2,3)-48 (galv/paint)
65” 50 lbs. 37(2,3)-65 (galv/paint)
72” 55 lbs. 37(2,3)-72 (galv/paint)
91” 60 lbs. 37(2,3)-91 (galv/paint)
120” 90 lbs. 37(2,3)-10 (galv/paint)
144” 25 lbs. 37(2,3)-12 (galv/paint)

4-Way Adjustable Round Track Trolley

Round Track 90º Door Hanger Trolley
End Cover
Splice Collar
Facemount Bracket

Item# 364-RT90
Item# 364-RTTEC (galv), 365-RTTEC (paint)
Item# 364-RTSC (galv), 365-RTSC (paint)
Item# 364-RTFB (galv), 365-RTFB (paint)

Wall Bumper
Stay Roller
Adjustable Stay Roller
Post Bumper

Item# 364-WB (galv), 365-WB (paint)
Item# 364-SR (galv only)
Item# 364-SRA (galv)
Item# 364-PB (galv), 365-PB (paint)

Wall Braces
Wall Capping
Post Edging

Used to support long-spanning wall boards 8’ and over
Used to help protect tops from damage and to prevent chewing
Used to help protect posts from damage and to prevent chewing

U-Channels

Wall Bumper

Item# 364-WB (galv), 365-WB (paint)

U-Channel

Item
26” 14 lbs. 3726 (galv/paint)
48” 28 lbs. 3748 (galv/paint)
65” 30 lbs. 3765 (galv/paint)
72” 35 lbs. 3772 (galv/paint)
91” 38 lbs. 3791 (galv/paint)
120” 38 lbs. 37120 (galv/paint)
144” 25 lbs. 37144 (galv/paint)
Choose your latches & accents...

Make your stall your own by customizing it using our great selection of latches and decorative caps and finials. Our selection of latches feature a variety of highly functional and aesthetically pleasing options. Top off your stalls with our round or square caps or finials, available in a variety of finishes to match your personal style.

Slide Latch
- For Standard, Rockwood, Freedom, Westana, and all Designer stall doors

Horseshoe Latch
- For Standard, Rockwood, Freedom, Westana, and all Designer stall doors

Top Latch
- For Standard and Welded stall doors
- Not for full grill doors

Springloaded Bar
- For Braecrest, Freedom, Westana, and Nobleman stall doors

Plunger Latch
- For swing collection stall doors

Pin Latch
- For all sliding doors
- Two styles: basic & locking

Handle Latch
- For swing collection stall doors

Night Lock
- Included with all swing collection doors

Round Caps
- For 4.5” round posts
- Spun from solid material into a solid cap shape
- Item # 357-C(S,B,C,P) (stainless, brass, copper, painted)

Square Caps
- For 4”x4” steel posts
- Made of solid brass—no other finishes available
- Tighten on with screws
- Item # 331-BCAP

Finials
- Solid steel turned into a unique finial shape
- Item # 357F(B.S.L.BLC) (solid brass, solid stainless, plated brass, plated-stainless)
Choosing your Dutch doors & windows...

There is no single decision on a barn more important than choosing the correct doors and windows; they are opened every day, several times a day to let people, horses, and other animals in and out. Our Dutch doors and windows are designed in a way that allows them to be adjusted should your barn shift or sag over time, resulting in a perfect fit regardless of the circumstances. Not only are they adjustable, they are the strongest door currently on the market. The door jamb around the outside is modeled from a commercial door frame and the hinges are fully adjustable due to a stainless steel hinge pin with a Delran plastic bushing pressed into the centre hole; this creates a very smooth, swinging door. All painted doors use galvanized steel under durable powder coat paint resulting in a very long life span. Come and check out our doors online or in person at our 6,000 sq. ft. showroom.
Choosing your Dutch door & window hardware...

The quality of our Dutch door and window hardware is the best around. Heavy-duty adjustable hinges allow you to fully manipulate any warping of the door, and our 16” Rockwood heavy-duty hinges will provide you with enough strength for the heaviest of doors while maintaining that classic hinge look. Not sure what to choose? Give us a call and we can help you find the best hardware for your Dutch doors and windows.

**Top Spring Bolt**
- Self-closing for the top of a dutch door
- 36” chain with ring
- Hot-dipped galvanized cast iron
  - Item# 364-DLSB

**Cane Bolt**
- Holds door bottom in place when two doors meet
- Formed bar steel
- Zinc-plated
  - Item# 364-DLCB (1/4” x12”), 364-DLCB24 (1/4” x24”)

**4ft Bottom Sweep**
- Reduce dust, dirt, and elements coming into your barn
  - 1” bristle
  - Item# SWEEP4

**Locking Horseshoe Latch**
- For hinged or sliding doors
  - Item# 364-HL (galv)
  - Item# 365-HL (black)

**Economy Slide Latch**
- For hinged or sliding doors
- Zinc-plated steel & zinc hardware
  - Item# 364-SL

**Easy Latch Door Latch**
- Yellow zinc plating prevents rust
- Adjustable for 1 1/8 - 2 1/4” thick doors
  - Item# 364-DLEL

**Heavy-Duty Iron Grip Latch**
- Reversible right and left use
- For doors 1.5-5" thick
  - Item# 365-100 (Black)

**16” Heavy-Duty Rockwood Decorative Back Plate**
- Black powder-coated
  - Item# 365-216BP

**16” Heavy-Duty Rockwood Adjustable Strap Hinge**
- Black powder-coated
  - Item# 365-216A

**16” Heavy-Duty Rockwood Adjustable Double Strap Hinge**
- Black powder-coated
  - Item# 365-216AD

**Heavy-Duty Spring Latch**
- Connects top and bottom doors
  - Item# 364-SLZ

**4” Door Hold-Back**
- Cast aluminum
  - Item# 02-DDDH

**Economy Slide Latch**
- Item# 364-5L

**Heavy-Duty T-Hinge**
- Available hot-dipped galvanized only
  - Item# 364-210T

**10” Heavy-Duty Strap Hinge**
- Black powder-coated with stainless steel pin and brass washers
  - Item# 365-212S

**12” Heavy-Duty Strap Hinge with 1” Set Back**
- Black powder-coated
  - Item# 365-216S

**16” Heavy-Duty Slip Hinge with 1” Set Back**
- Black powder-coated
  - Item# 365-216AD

**4ft Bottom Sweep**
- Item# SWEEP4

**Locking Horseshoe Latch**
- Item# 364-HL (galv)
  - Item# 365-HL (black)

**Economy Slide Latch**
- Item# 364-5L

**Easy Latch Door Latch**
- Item# 364-DLEL

**Heavy-Duty Iron Grip Latch**
- Item# 365-100 (Black)

**16” Heavy-Duty Rockwood Decorative Back Plate**
- Item# 365-216BP

**16” Heavy-Duty Rockwood Adjustable Strap Hinge**
- Item# 365-216A

**16” Heavy-Duty Rockwood Adjustable Double Strap Hinge**
- Item# 365-216AD

**Heavy-Duty Spring Latch**
- Item# 364-SLZ

**4” Door Hold-Back**
- Item# 02-DDDH

**Economy Slide Latch**
- Item# 364-5L

**Heavy-Duty T-Hinge**
- Item# 364-210T

**10” Heavy-Duty Strap Hinge**
- Item# 365-212S

**12” Heavy-Duty Strap Hinge with 1” Set Back**
- Item# 365-216S

**16” Heavy-Duty Slip Hinge with 1” Set Back**
- Item# 365-216AD
Choosing the right flooring...

Knowing what type of flooring to use for your horses can sometimes be a little overwhelming. You want your horses to be as comfortable and safe as possible, but at the same time you need to remain within budget. A good place to start is ensuring you have a level, firm base; either a concrete or level, well-compacted stone dust base is appropriate.

You must then decide on the comfort level required and amount of shavings you will be using in your stalls. Our premium product is Stable Comfort, which provides unsurpassed comfort through a resilient stall surface, which mimics natural turf. Horses on this type of flooring lie down more often and for longer periods of time. Injury rehabilitation time is often decreased and stiff joints loosened. When standing, Stable Comfort flooring provides a supportive, even surface.

Our base product is proven rubber stall mats, which come in a variety of configurations. Our most popular is the 4’ x 6’ x 3/4” mat in either straight edge or interlocking design. We recommend flat top and bottom mats as they are the most slip-resistant and do not allow any air to get under the mat, which results in less smell.

Button mats provide good cushion, and are our best rubber matting option for those on a budget.

We also offer an exclusive rubber cutter for rent or purchase.

Our premium flooring option for aisleways and wash stalls is our Rubber Tile Pavers, which provide an elegant look, while also providing your horse’s legs and joints with the best traction and cushioning available. These tiles are sure to be a highlight in any barn.

Interlocking rubber mats are another great option for aisleway and wash stall flooring, as they provide an attractive, impermeable finish in addition to adequate cushioning.

For a truly customized experience choose our Sport Floor, which can be manufactured with your barn’s logo or any other design. This flooring also repels water and is slip-resistant, making it an excellent choice for wash stalls.
Choosing the right flooring...

There are so many different customization options when it comes to designing a wash stall that you may find it simpler to contact us and have one of our expert sales associates assist you in turning your ideas into a reasonable reality.

When designing your wash stall, it is important to keep in mind what you will need in terms of product storage, blanket bars, saddle racks, wash wands, and hose guides. Shelving for products should be designed in a way that allows water to flow through. Many of the items on this page can also be used to help you design your grooming stalls.

Remember, we are always available to guide you through the design process.

Wash Stall Wand
• No more tripping or kinking
• Keeps wash stall area neat and safe
Item# 16-403

Wash Stall Kit
• Includes post, tie rings, shelves
• Can be customized
Item# 16-405 (paint), 16-406 (galv)

Heavy-Duty Hitching Ring
• 4” x 4” backplate
Item# 16-707

Blanket Bar
• Screws easily to wall
• Any length available
Item# 16-401 (paint), 16-402 (galv)

Wall-Mounted Fan
• 24”
• 3 speeds
• Oscillating
Item# 19-715

Infrared Heater H1
• Safe & energy efficient
Item# 19-PS1 (1.5kW, 120V), 19-PS2 (1.5kW, 240V), 19-PS3 (2kW, 240V)

Fiberglass Reinforced Plywood
• Textured finish; strong
• Resists mould & bacteria
Item# FRP4X8 (3/4” thick 4’x8’ sheets), FRPTHR (trim)

Trusscore PVC Panels
• Durable & easily cleaned
• Custom sizes available
Item# TRUSSCORE(10,12,14,16,20) (1/2” thick, 16” width)

Hose Guide
• Keeps hose off the ground
• Prevents tangling
Item# 16-404

Shelf with Expanded Metal
• Made of round tubing
• Can be customized
Item# 16-4001 (paint), 16-4002 (galv)

Cross-Tie Plate (4 Rings)
• Wall mounted
• Can be customized
Item# 16-4007 (paint), 16-4008 (galv)

Portable Fan
• 24”
• 2 speeds
• Oscillating
Item# 19-724

Pedestal Fan
• 24”
• 3 speeds
• Oscillating
Item# 19-716

Infrared Heater H2
• Instant heat
• Great in damp environments
Item# 19-PS4

Puckboard
• Very durable
Item# PUCKBOARD8 (1/4” thick, 4’x8’ sheets), PUCKBOARD(JT,TP) (trim)

Tuff Board
• Dense laminated polypropylene plastic on plywood
Item# TUFFBOARD1/2(0.06” on 0.5” plywood), TUFFBOARD1/2(JT,TP) (trim)
Choosing your stall feeders...

Give us a call or come in to the store and have one of our account managers inform you of the pros and cons of different feeders and help you choose one that fits your needs. Check out our System-made feed bags designed to easily feed groups of outdoor horses, or for ensuring the stalled horse consumes all of his or her medications and/or supplements. Not seeing what you need? Let us know and we can get it in for you!

- **Silver Line Slow Feed Hay Net**
  - 2" holes; 3+ flakes
  - Item# 603153

- **GerRy’s Slow Feed Hay Net**
  - 2" holes; 3+ flakes
  - Item# 603153H

- **Shires Greedy Feeder Hay Net**
  - 1" holes; 3+ flakes
  - Item# 603154

- **Horze Slow Feed Hay Net**
  - 1" holes; no knots
  - Item# 603160

- **Feed Bag**
  - Choose your own colours
  - Item# 6P0602FB (Full), 6P0602FBXL (XL)

- **Hanging Feeder**
  - 2" opening for grills
  - Item# 16-508

- **Fortiflex Hook Over Feeder**
  - Item# 60301FF (B,BL,BP,H,PH,MG,MY,RS,TG,TL)

- **Round 18 qt. Mini Feeder**
  - Hooks for easy hanging
  - Item# 16-5171BK

- **Professional Choice Hay Bag with Hole**
  - 7" opening
  - Item# 603156J

- **Wall Hay Bag with Hole**
  - D rings for mounting
  - Item# 603157

- **Professional Choice Hay Bag with Grid**
  - 1.5" holes
  - Item# 603156FB

- **Ultra Slow Feed Hay Net**
  - 1.5" holes; 5+ flakes
  - Item# 603159

- **22L Corner Manger**
  - Lip & drain plug
  - Item# 16-5121

- **Fortiflex 24 qt. Plastic Corner Feeder**
  - Brass grommets
  - Item# 16-519

- **Round 8 gal. Feeder**
  - Hooks for easy hanging
  - Item# 16-5178

- **Wall Hay Rack**
  - 1+ flakes
  - Item# 16-813 (black), 16-815 (galv)

- **Corner Hay Rack**
  - 2+ flakes
  - Item# 16-812 (black), 16-816 (galv)

- **Hay Bag & 4 gal. Grain Corner Feeder**
  - 100% tough
  - Item# 16-560

- **Fortiflex 2 qt. Rubber Feed Pan**
  - Fibre reinforced
  - Item# 603071FPB

- **Fortiflex 3 qt. Feeder Pan**
  - Real rubber
  - Item# 6030714QT

- **Fortiflex 4 qt. Rubber Feed Pan**
  - Weatherproof
  - Item# 16-563

- **Nelson Wall Feeder 440**
  - Cast aluminum
  - Item# 70440

- **Nelson Corner Feeder 560SE**
  - Easily cleaned
  - Item# 70560

- **Nelson Corner Feeder 70540SE**
  - Round, smooth bottom
  - Item# 70540

- **Nelson Wall Feeder 440**
  - Cast aluminum
  - Item# 70440

- **Fortiflex 6.5 gal. Rubber Feed Pan**
  - Item# 16-563
Choosing your stall waterers...

We can help you choose the best waterer for your stalls. Automatic push waterers fill the bowl with water when the horses pushes on the paddle. Automatic float waterers replenish the bowl with water once the float is lowered. Our Nelson heated automatic waterers fill automatically based on water levels. Refer to page 12 for the frost-free Drinking Post Waterer. All horses require a reliable, cool, and clean source of water.
Designing your tack room...

How you set up your tack room depends on the number of bridles, saddles, and blankets that you need to accommodate. After you’ve figured the numbers out, the rest really depends on personal preference.
Why choose Royal Wire?

Creating the complete tack storage system could not be easier with Royal Wire. Simply determine the number of bridles, halters, saddles, and pads that you need to fit in your space. Next, choose the type of components that will work in your facility. Constructed of carbon steel wire and then zinc-plated to guard against rust and corrosion, these completely customizable and interchangeable systems will last a lifetime. Start with one of the main frames as the backbone of the organizational system, then choose from the many components that fit onto the main frame, such as saddle racks, single hooks, baskets, shelves, and many other accessories. Most products can be hooked onto any standard 2” x 4” or stall front.

Organize in style with this high-end storage system
**Odyssey Performance Trainer**

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Standard Ring Diameters:** 40–100’ and any size in between
- **Variable Frequency Drive:** Forward, reverse, and automatic features; easily programmable
- **Control Panel:** Weatherproof, climate-controlled, and emergency stop for added safety; CSA/UL approved
- **Drive System:** 2 HP (depending on machine size) weatherproof motor with pre-stretched hardened steel drive chain
- **Thrust Bearing:** Heavy-duty, hardened steel with dust seals for extended life
- **Electric Fencer:** High power electric fencer with grounding rods and external switch
- **Frame Construction:** Hot-dipped galvanized for years of durability
- **Divider Gates:** 7’6” wide hinged gate, fully welded 2’x3’ mesh, then hot-dipped galvanized for long lasting protection with rubber skirt and rounded corners for added safety and visibility

**Positive action drive** with durable, long-life machined thrust bearing and prestretched hardened steel chain.

**Full (above) and half (left) roofs** are available to enclose your exerciser for all-weather use.

**Flooring options for your exerciser include rubber matting** (page 44) or **soil stabilizing grids** (above).

**The Thorncreek** is our most popular fence style: a vertical board with steel mesh screening on the top that greatly increases ventilation and safety.

**The yoke is constructed from structural steel and galvanized for durability.**

**The main bearing is machined from cast steel—not roll formed—increasing longevity.**

The wide divider gates maintain a consistent distance between the inner and outer fences, which prevents horses from trying to pass by. They can also be electrified for safer training.

Our semi-automatic control panel lets you automatically set up changes in direction and training time. Easy to use and programmable, this helps you control the training or rehabilitation of your horses.
Thunder Spa

**How It Works**
- Cold causes cells to require less oxygen to function, thereby reducing the amount of fluid that accumulates at the injured site, and resulting in a reduction in pain and swelling
- Water places pressure on the horse's body which aids in the dispersal of accumulated fluids, which reduces swelling
- High salt concentration draws fluid, reduces inflammation, and promotes healing
- Water aeration increases the amount of oxygen in the water, which is thought to aid in the healing process

**Uses**
- Helps treat tendon and ligament injuries, laminitis and founder, fractures and splints, arthritis and degenerative joint disease, wounds, infections, and skin conditions, post-surgical sutures and swelling, sore shins, poor hoof growth, concussion injuries, and reduces chance of injury pre- and post-competition

Vibe Plate

**How It Works**
- Vibration therapy helps horses perform better and rehabilitate faster
- Provides true vertical vibration, which mimics natural movement

**Uses**
- Results in improved blood circulation, increased bone density, faster hoof growth, and reduced muscle soreness and inflammation
- Helps prevent injury
- A proven tool for rehabilitation of injuries and general fitness improvement regardless of breed, size, or age

Exerciser Fence Panel Styles

- **Ultimate**
  - The most durable fence panel system available

- **Thorncreek**
  - An attractive fence panel with wood and top mesh

- **Wellington**
  - Total ventilation and full visibility

- **Darlington**
  - A more affordable version of the Thorncreek, yet still durable

- **Lexington**
  - Similar to the Thorncreek, but with decorative flanges and grill work

- **Gate Panels**
  - A cost-effective round-pen style that can easily be moved

Your equine solutions partner since 1987
$4.95
Flat-Rate Shipping Anywhere in Canada on SystemTack.com*

Tack, apparel, footwear, blankets, supplements, giftware, and more

*Tack orders only (item# starts with 6). Does not apply to oversized items.

sales@SystemEquine.com | 1-800-842-6314 | SystemEquine.com
Tack, apparel, footwear, blankets, supplements, giftware, and more

We carry all your favourite brands!

Your equine solutions partner since 1987
Open Saturdays!

FARRIER DISTRIBUTION

sales@SystemEquine.com  1-800-842-6314  SystemEquine.com
Introducing the Stable Rewards Program...

The System Equine Stable Rewards program allows participating stables to receive store credit equal to 5% of total tack store purchases made during that year. The store credit can be used towards purchasing product for year-end awards, horse show prizes, client gifts, etc. or general horse/stable supplies.

At the end of the year or before an event, contact us to redeem the credit you’ve acquired through the System Stable Rewards program. Redemptions must be made within 6 months of year end.

Once you’ve signed up, begin collecting store credit on online orders by indicating your registered stable name in the “Notes” section at the checkout, or by stating your registered stable name to your cashier at the checkout when shopping in-store.

Sign up and start earning rewards now

Interested in signing up?

Go to the Resources section on SystemEquine.com and fill out the form!

*Excludes sale items, farrier items, stalls, fencing and fencing accessories, gates, Dutch doors and windows, installations, rehab equipment, custom work, and dealer/contractor discounts.
COMPLETE BLANKET SERVICES
Cleaning, Repairs, and Weatherproofing Services
Blankets are an investment and like any investment, regular cleaning and repair will extend their life. A clean blanket is safer and healthier for your horse.

- State-of-the-art washer with a 60 lb capacity
- Up to 12 cycles to get even the dirtiest blankets clean
- Cold water wash and hung to dry
- Eco-friendly detergent
- Waterproofing
- Repairs (both minor and major)
- Inspected and professionally repaired
- We service blankets, sheets, saddle pads, wraps, and anything else that needs a thorough wash!

FENCING, STALLS, TACK & EQUIPMENT

ENGRAVING
Plates for Halters, Saddles, Bridles, and Stalls & Blanket and Tack Tags
Brass • Chrome • Acrylic
Multiple fonts
Can engrave logos

Sign up to our newsletter via our website!

Stay tuned to our emails, website, and social media accounts to be informed of our latest news, sales, free seminars, and events!

System Equine
14321 5th Line Nassagaweya, Rockwood, ON N0B 2K0

sales@SystemEquine.com | 1-800-842-6314 | SystemEquine.com